Lament for the Blue Tent
by Edmund Robinson
for George Marshall
For several years George Marshall has run Tropical Dance Vacations on Saint Croix out of a marvelous blue tent over
the most high-tech comfortable portable dance floor imaginable. The floor is still there, but the tent was destroyed by
high winds in 2001 during the English Dance Week.
It has passed away into the same mists that
Swallowed all those dance halls of the bygone days:
Those ramshackle slightly disreputable palaces
Hung precariously over the edge of a pond
Where insistent melodies and the
Pounding rhythms of a hundred feet
Sallied out over waters of a soft summer night
And dreams were fulfilled and hearts made and broken
Perhaps the spirit of these long-silent pavilions
Came to rest in this absurd inverted whale,
This stellated nylon empyrean,
From whose topmasts fluttered proud banners
For all the world like lists in some
Psychedelic jousting tourney.
She sat grandly atop the rolling lawn,
Her lower fringes laced with circus bulbs,
Beckoning the dreaming dancers through the tropic night.
This was a revival tent, where nightly
The faithful would gather to hear
The preacher parse ancient scriptures
Like Playford’s Dancing Master
And weave from it parables for today
And all would lose themselves in the ecstasies
Of the spirit, night after night.
This was a circus tent, where the ringmaster
Would clap his hands and bring forth
All manner of marvels too strange for words.
This was a tabernacle in the wilderness,
The ritual home for a wandering nation
Of dance gypsies, where nightly the
High priests after purifying themselves
Are allowed to unlock the secrets of the scrolls.
No tent lasts forever, nor dance neither.
Though another may soon rise on the spot,
This one is gone. Like the dance,
It passes from mesmerizing experience to
Warm memory as soon as the last note sounds.
Let us all treasure our memories of magical moments
In the belly of the great blue whale.
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